
JUDGEMENT

 AREA 51

Play a creepy kind of music.

VOICE OVER

Since the begining of time, aliens where

coming from other planets to live on earth.

Their names range from the russain’s to the

japanesse. once the secret is out... The

world takes another look at it self and

realizes that we are not alone, and that we

have never been alone because we are the

alien race called mankind.

Stop music.

FADE IN:

INT - MILITARY BASE - NIGHT

There are two guards standing in front of a room.

Inside the room there are two guys sitting at a table. One is an

older guy who is smoking a cigarette. He is wearing a BDU outfit.

(BRYAN)  The other has a bottle of Jack Daniels in his hand. He

is wearing a t-shirt and BDU pants. (TONY)

TONY

You know what?

Bryan looks over at Tony. He puts his cigarette out.

BRYAN

What’s up?

TONY

I can’t belive that we are both two different

races. I wonder how long ago all of it took

place.

BRYAN

Let me explain this as easily as possible. 

The screen fades to  black as we hear Byran talk.



FADE IN:

EXT - SPACE

Two alien ships are starting to race away from their planets. 

BRYAN (V.O.)

As two ships race away from their destroyed

planet, they collide with each other and head

for the planet earth.

The ships fall into the earth’s atmosphere and land in the water

2 miles from land.

BRYAN (V.O.)

Once on the new planet they found out that

there was other creatures here. These

creatures are what we called dinosaurs.

Well... The hostile aliens that destroyed

their planets followed them to earth.

Two more ships are coming down from the sky. 

They start to glow.

BRYAN (V.O.)

So the good aliens ran into the water and

dove underneath. The two ships shot out a

nuclear ray which destroyed the earth. If

anything was not in the water then it died.

Trees fall over and dinosaurs fall to the ground dead.

TONY (V.O)

So that’s what killed the dinosaurs? What

about the scientific research about Apes

being people?

BRYAN (V.O.)

Like I said, Anything under water didn’t make

it. But when the aliens came above the water

they decided to make shelter. With their

technology anything was possible. As far as

apes they were just pets brought down by

other aliens.

We see the aliens making shelters.



TONY (V.O)

That makes sence why there are so many

different nationalitys. As well as different

people who can live in certain climates. Like

the people who can swim in -40 degree water.

We see older people getting into ice water to go swimming.

BRYAN (V.O)

Those people came from Pluto.

TONY (V.O.)

So depending on where they came from

determines where they live?

BRYAN (V.O.)

Now your getting the idea. We all lived

together for a long time untill we wanted

different areas for our own cultures. After

many set out, alot of them became king’s and

queen’s of the new found land. Those that

wanted to be on their own stayed behind.

Show castles with Kings and Queens.

TONY (V.O.)

Why is it that all of america has no idea

about aliens?

BRYAN (V.O.)

Most of their ancesters never told them about

it. Remember when everything happened in

Roswell in 1951?

Show footage of Roswell 1951. Aliens scattered about and a

wrecked ship that is on fire.

TONY (V.O.)

Yeah, the government kept it all hush hush.

BRYAN (V.O.)

That’s right. And even the President of the

United States has no idea that area 51 even

exsists. Theres no entrance that can be seen

it’s all covered in sand.

TONY (V.O.)

How do you know so much?



BRYAN (V.O.)

I’ve been here for a long time. They will

never let me out of here. Now at least you

know the truth about Area 51 and who we

really are. I have dealt with aliens for a

long time. 

FADE IN:

INT - MILITARY BASE - NIGHT

Tony sets down the bottle of Jack Daniels and gets up.

TONY

Theres no way out of this is there?

BRYAN

No. Once your here you don’t go anywhere.

TONY

Tell me about it. Don’t you miss your family?

BRYAN

Once you join you have no family. The

secrects of life are told to you and then

they keep you.

TONY

Who is the head alien?

BRYAN

He is a galaxian empire king. His name is

GOD. He once rulled the earth and was the

first one to arrive.

Tony walks towards the door.

BRYAN

Where are you going?

TONY

I want to talk to him.

BRYAN

It’s impossible.

TONY

Why?



BRYAN

He is everywhere. See the people of earth

need something to belive in. So instead of

telling them the truth and getting them

parinoid, They belive in him.

TONY

Are there any other secrets I should know

about?

BRYAN

Nope. I think that’s everything.

TONY

It’s a little hard to believe in this stuff

yet it all makes sense.

BRYAN

Just take a few deep breaths.

TONY

Wait a minute what about all of the stuff the

bible talks about you know Noah and the ark?

BRYAN

It was a giant flood to take out the other

hostile aliens. They didn’t like water.

TONY

Why are you telling me this?

Bryan pulls out a cigarette and lights it.

BRYAN

The end of the world is near.

TONY

When?

BRYAN

In the year 2050.

TONY

So what happens to everyone?

BRYAN

Judgement.

Tony turns around with a look like he is going to cry. 



TONY

Welcome to Area 51.

FADE TO BLACK:

Roll Credits


